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		Just when classic subject areas seem understood, the author, a Caltech, M.I.T. and Boeing trained aerodynamicist, raises profound questions over traditional formulations.  Can shear flows be rigorously modeled using simpler “potential-like” methods versus Euler equation approaches?  Why not solve aerodynamic inverse problems using rapid, direct or forward methods similar to those used to calculate pressures over specified airfoils?  Can transonic supercritical flows be solved rigorously without type-differencing methods?  How do oscillations affect transonic mean flows, which in turn influence oscillatory effects?  Or how do hydrodynamic disturbances stabilize or destabilize mean shear flows?  Is there an exact approach to calculating wave drag for modern supersonic aircraft?

	
		This new book, by a prolific fluid-dynamicist and mathematician who has published more than twenty research monographs, represents not just another contribution to aerodynamics, but a book that raises serious questions about traditionally accepted approaches and formulations – and provides new methods that solve longstanding problems of importance to the industry.  While both conventional and newer ideas are discussed, the presentations are readable and geared to advanced undergraduates with exposure to elementary differential equations and introductory aerodynamics principles.  Readers are introduced to fundamental algorithms (with Fortran source code) for basic applications, such as subsonic lifting airfoils, transonic supercritical flows utilizing mixed differencing, models for inviscid shear flow aerodynamics, and so on – models they can extend to include newer effects developed in the second half of the book.  Many of the newer methods have appeared over the years in various journals and are now presented with deeper perspective and integration.

	This book helps readers approach the literature more critically.  Rather than simply understanding an approach, for instance, the powerful “type differencing” behind transonic analysis, or the rationale behind “conservative” formulations, or the use of Euler equation methods for shear flow analysis when they are unnecessary, the author guides and motivates the user to ask why and why not and what if.  And often, more powerful methods can be developed using no more than simple mathematical manipulations.  For example, Cauchy-Riemann conditions, which are powerful tools in subsonic airfoil theory, can be readily extended to handle compressible flows with shocks, rotational flows, and even three-dimensional wing flowfields, in a variety of applications, to produce powerful formulations that address very difficult problems.  This breakthrough volume is certainly a “must have” on every engineer’s bookshelf.
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Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2003
Tcl stands for Tool Command Language. Tcl is really two things: a scripting language, and an interpreter for that language that is designed to be easy to embed into your application. Tcl and its associated graphical user-interface toolkit, Tk, were designed and...
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Python for Software Design: How to Think Like a Computer ScientistCambridge University Press, 2009

	In January 1999, I was preparing to teach an introductory programming class in Java. I had taught it three times and I was getting frustrated. The failure rate in the class was too high, and, even for students who succeeded, the overall level of achievement was too low.

	

	One of the problems I saw was the books. I had tried...
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Complete Executor's GuidebookSphinx Publishing, 2007

	A step-by-step guide to settling a loved one?s estate.Being an executor or personal representative is no easy task. For many, the job comes at a time of high emotion and is something that has never been done before. The Complete Executor's Guidebook is here to help ease this troubling time and make this overwhelming task manageable. It...
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Hacking a Terror Network: The Silent Threat of Covert ChannelsSyngress Publishing, 2004
From a counterterrorism perspective, discovering terrorist communication networks
and methods is extremely important.Terrorists have demonstrated the
capability to exchange messages that vary from archaic (using human couriers)
to technologically advanced using “virtual dead-drops.”The popular press is full
of...
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Pregnancy For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Now updated — the bestselling guide to a safe and healthy pregnancy
    Are you pregnant, or hope to be? This friendly, reassuring guide continues its legacy of providing moms- and dads-to-be with expert advice on every aspect of pregnancy and childbirth — from conception to the delivery room to breastfeeding and...
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An Approach to Modelling Software Evolution ProcessesSpringer, 2009
An Approach to Modelling Software Evolution Processes describes formal software processes that effectively support software evolution. The importance and popularity of software evolution increase as more and more successful software systems become legacy systems. For one thing, software evolution has become an important characteristic in...
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